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TECHNICAL NOTE 3464

INFLUENCE OF SHEAR D13?ORMATIONOF THE CROSS SECTION ON

!K)RSIONALFRMKJENCIES OF BOX BEAMS

By Edwin T. Kruszewski and Willlsm W. Davenport

An exact analysis has been carried out on the torsional vibrations
of a four-flange box beam with cross sections which can chsmge shape
because the stiffness of the bulkheads is finite. The effed of S~U
CLeformation of the cross section on the torsimal frequencies is illus-
trated by numerical calculations. An approximate method for quickly

. estinat~— the effects of bulkhead shear stiffness on the torsional
frequencies of box beams has been dexised.

~ an experimental
based on the assmption

----

INTRODUCTION

investigation described in reference 1, analyses
that the changes in the shape of the cross sec-

tion are negligible were found to be completely inadequate in predicting
the experimental torsional frequencies of a thin-walled tribeof rectan-
gular cross section. One form of cross-sectional distortion . due to
local deflections normal to the surface of the covers and webs - was inves-
tigated in reference 2. The magnitude of this effect on torsicmal
frequencies, however, was shown to be practictiy ne@Qible for the
particular test beam and frequency ramge investigated in reference 1.
Another type of cross-sectional distortion - due to overall changes of
shape of a shearing nature - could be an important influence if the buJk-
heads were not rigid. Although the effect of buJl&ead shear deformation
has been considered in sane analyses (see, for example, ref. 3), no
investigations of the importance of this effect on torsional frequencies
seem to exist.

The tiortance of the she= stiffness of bu3Jsheadsin torsional
vibrations is assessed in the present paper by means of an analysis of
a four-fkmge box beam containing bulJsheadswith finite shear stiffness.
IYequency equations =e derived for torsional vibrations of a uniform
free-free beam, snd numerical restits obta~ed by use of these equations

. are shown. A set of curves ‘basedon an approximate solution, from which
the effects of cross-sectional shear deformation can be quickly estimated,
is also presented.*
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SYMBOLS

AF

A, B

c

E

G

G=

5

Iz

$?

J

K

L

M

P

s

T

u

area of flange

parameters defined in equations (22)

- Iy
inertial coupling constant, ~z +

%z

Young’s modulus of elasticity

shear modulus of elasticity

effective shear modulus of bulkheads

mass moment of inertia per unit length about y-axis

mass moment of inertia per unit length about z-axis

nms polar mcment of inertia per unit length, ~+Iz

torsional-stiffness constant

restraint-of-warping parameter (see eqs. (22))

half-length of beam

()21parsneter, —
1- C2 -%

frequency parameter for special case (see eq. (A9) )

bulkhead stiffness parameter (see eqs. (22))

maximum kinetic energy

maximum strain energy

acpapbi)ci Fourier 6eries coefficients

a half-depth of beam

b half-width of beam
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i, m, n

*

%

‘bO

‘c

t
w

u, v, w

. x> YY z

* %

Y~

7~

7b

e

%!

%0

P

5oi

integers

F
.L2

frequency coefficient, ~ —
GJ

frequency coefficient for uniform shear mode

thiclmess of cover sheet

+M.clmess of web

displacement of flange
z-direction

coordinates defined h

longitudinal strain in

shesx strain in cover

shear strain in web

in x-dtiection, y-direction, and

figure 1

flange

shear strati - bulkhead

average angle of twist

natural torsional frequency of four-fhnge

frequency of cross-sectional uniform shear

mass density of

Kronecker delta

Subscripts:

i, n integers

. m mode number

rig rigid bulkheads>

the actual beam

(lifi. o;oif i+o)

box beam

mode
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TEEK)RETICALANALYSIS

Basic Equations

In order to investigate the influence of shear stiffness of bulk-
heads on the torsional frequencies of uniform box beams, it is conven-
ient to mike an idealization of the actual structure. In reference 4,
the idealizaticm of the webs and covers of a beam into flanges and a
shear-carrying sheet was successfWly used in an analysis of a beam with
rigid bu3khesds. In the present smalysis, the same idealization is used
for a beam which contains nonrigid bulkheads. For simplicity of calcu-
lation, the cross section of the four-flange box beam is assumed to be
doubly symmetrical.

AssuqPtions.- In the present analysis the following assumptions are
made:

(1) The flanges of the besmmrryonlynormalstresses.

(2) Thesheets connecting the flanges carry only shear.

(3) The beam contains continuously distributed, independently acting
bulkheads that have finite shear stiffness in their planes but are
entirely flreeto warp out of their planes.

(4) The influence of bngilmdinal inertia is negligible.

In accordance with the foregoing assumptions and the double symnetry
of the cross section, the displacement of any point on the cross section
can be defined in terms
the flanges in the x-,
fig. 1.)

Strati relations.-

the shear strains

respectively) are
as

of u, v, and w, the displacements of one of
Y-J and z-directions,respectively. (See

The longitudinal strain in the flanges
%W

in the covers,

given in terms

webs, and bulkheads (7cj

of the displacements u,

9

b

.

u



where a and b sxe
respectively.

If the bulkheads
and w would each be

_ dw
Y~ ~-:

7b=~-;

the halfdepth and the half-width

were assumed to be rigid in their

5

(3)

(4)

of the beam,

own pkes, v
proportional to the twist of the cross section in

such a ~r that yb-= 6. The distortions of the structure could then
be defined as in reference 4 in terms of u and the twist of the cross
section. Since the bulkheads have a finite sheax stiffness, the cross
section is allowed to distort and v and w are considered separately.
It is then convenient to define an average twist e as

(5)

From equations (4) and (5), the displacements v and w can nowbe
writ&n ~ terms of e ~ 7b as

v= ()ae+~
2

()

7b
w =be-z

(6)

(7)

Energy relations.- For the four-flange beam vibrating in a natural
tie, the mximum strain ener~ U is

J
L

J

L“

J

L
u = 2Gbtc 7c2dx+ 2Ga$ yv%x+ 2EA~ -L %%+

-L -L

J

L
2Geab 7b2dx (8)

-L

where L is the half-length of the beam, ‘c is the cover-sheet thick-

ness, ~ is the web thickness, A~ is the area of a f-e, and Ge

is the effective shear modulus of the bulkheads.
.

The first two terms of eqpation (8) represent the energy due to
the shear strains 5n the ccnrersand webs of the beam; these are the only

J
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kinds of energy considered in elementary theories. The third term
represents the contribution of the restraint of warping. The last term
represents the contribution of the shear strain in the bulkheads.

.

The strati energy expressedby equation (8) can mwbe expressed
in terms of u, 7b, and 0 as

u=

(9)

In the calculation of the maximum kinetic ener~, the inertial
properties of the actual besm are used and the following assumption is
mde: At any point in the cross section, the displacement v in the
y-direction is proportional to z, and the displacement w in the
z-direction is proportional to y. (See fig. 1.) Thus the maximum
kinetic ener~ can be written as

(lo)

where ~ is a natural torsional frequency, P is the mass density of

any point in the actual beam, and R Is the region in the plane of the
cross section containing all of the mass elements of the besm.

When equations (6) and (7) are stisti.tutedinto equation (10), the
expression for the maximum kinetic energy cam be written in terms of 7b
and e as follows:

,=$JJ#+~,; - ce7b)ax

where

‘z-%c=-

(U)

(1-a

The quantity ~ is the mass polar moment of inertia per unit length,
and Ij and 12 are the mass moments of inertia per unit length about

the y- and z-axes; these quemtities are, of coursej based on the
assumption of uniform spanwise mass distribution in the actual structure.

.

d
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* The constsnt C can be looked upon as an inertial coupling coefficient
between the rotational and cross-sectional shear motions.

4

Method Of &l&@iS

The following analysis is baaed on the principle that a natural
mcde of’vibration must satisfy the variational equation

5(U-T) = O (13)

where the variation is taken with respect to the distortions u, 0,
and 7b and where these displacements satisfy the geometric boundary

conditions. Ap lication of the techniques of the calculus of variaticms
7to equation (13 , with u, e, and yb as the independent variables,

yields the differential equations and natural boundsry conditions given
h the appendix. It is more convenient, however, to - out the e-t

. solution of equation (13) by means of the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure.

Symmetrical vibrations of a free-free beam.- Appropriate assumptions
● fOr the diStOrtiOll13U, e, Slld 7b of a free-free beam in a symmetrical

mode of vibratim axe

m

u= s@+
x

a#ny

~=1,2,3

m

e = x bn Cos y

n=0,1,2

(14)

(15)

(16)

The choice of the particubr trigonometric functions used in equa-
tions (14), (15), and (16) was guided W cmsid=atim Of the Ort@w~li@
required for the samplification of the strain-energy expression. The
linear term ~ is included in the expression for u in order to allow
the deflection of the tip of the beam to be unrestricted.
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CQ

1
2

&
x a#ny+~ x dx+

b n=1,2,3

Differentiating U - T with respect to aO, the ai’s, the bi~s,

and the Ci’s ad setting the respective results equal to zero yield.

m

q ~B#n~ +A(-l)nbn-~
.d,2,3 a 2

B(-l)ncn]-@j+#)aO=O (18)

b

.
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E-’(”)’+w+A(ifi)bi-~’(h)ci-~’~a”.=0
(’=1,2,3, . . .)

B(k)’ -
1

‘2 B(-1)’(1-ql+ ~“’) c’ - ~ boi)ao = O
.

(i = 0,1,2, . . .)

‘=-
.=’@45-$)

bab

,. ‘e(+ ‘+&’
Gab

5“’ = o (for i + O)

%0=1

(19)

(20)

(’d

(22)
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The unkmown natural frequency is contained in the perameter ~
which is in comon use in torsional vibration analyses. me WantitY J,
which appears in the expression for ~, is the we-~-kxxn torsional
stiffness constant. The ‘parsmeter K is associated with the effects
of restraint of warping, whereas the parameter S is associated with
the effects of bulkhead stiffness. The parameters A and B exe
simply geometrical properties of the four-flange box besm.

Examination of equatims (18) to (21)shows that the

and co appear only in equations (20) and (21), and then
When i = 0, equations (20) and (21) reduce to

coefficients

Only for i=

The condition for a

frequency equation

From equations

2!q2bo- ~2co = O

S)co= o 1
of b. and ~ gives thenontrivial.solution

b.
o.

(23)

.

*

%?[%2(1- d 1-s=0 (24)

(15) and (16), it can be seen that a given value of
b. corresponds to a rigid-body rotation of the beam, whereas a given

value of co corresponds to a bulkhead shear distortion which is uniform
along the length of the beam. Equation (2k), therefore, gives the fre-
qpency coefficient for a uniform cross-sectional sheer tie,

r
%o= Q-- (25)

1 - C2

in addition to the frequency coefficient ~ = O for the rigid-body
torsional mcde. The frequency coefficient ~0 for the uniform cross-

sectional shear mode is shown to be a pertinent parameter in the evalua-
tion of the influence of the shear stiffness of bulkheads on torsional
frequencies.

Now consider the remaining equations (18) to (21). Ehibstitutionof
equation (19) tito equation (18) gives
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.

.

m

sQ+~ F (-l)n(md~ = o (& + o) (26)
L- ,2,3

W sOIV- quatiOm (19), (20), @ (Z@ stitaneously for a
in terms of ~ fand then substituting the results into equation (26 ,
the following eqpation results if it is required tkt ~ is not eqti
to zero:

(red’ - k#(rJ - %’)
1+2 z =0

-1’2’3*46+ q%’ -%3)(=14‘ - kqkJ . &)

(K’ +01 (“7)

where

M 2=—
()
~-&

1- ~2 B
(28)

I@ation (27) is the frequency equation for the symmetrical torsional
vibration of a four-flange box beam when the influence of bulkhead shesr
deformation is included.

Antisymmetrical vibrations of a free-free beam.- For a free-free
beam vibrating in an antisymmetrical torsional mode, appropriate assuq%
tions for the distortions are

m

e = x bn SiIl~

n=l,3,5

(29)

(30)

(31)

As in the case of the symmetrical modes of vibratian, the choice of
the particular trigonometric functions was guided by considerations of
the orthogonality required for the simplification of the strain-energy
expression. The consts3rtterm so in equation (29) is necessary to allow
sufficient freedom for the beam to warp.

~ substituting the expressions for u, e, and 7b (eqs. (29)
to (31)) into equations (9) and (l-l) snd by following a procedure similar
to that described for the symmetrical modes of vfbration, the following
frequency eqyation for the sntisymmetricalmode of vibration is derived:
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- %)(%)2-%2(%:- %2)

‘~”*9’ ++’ - ‘+~’ -5 -%(%’-+$](8’-~’(~’+’) ‘0

●

●

Discussion of L3mit@ Cases

Before proceeding with a numerical evaluation

(K’ + o) (X4

of the influence of
the shear stiffness of bdkheads on the torsional vibrations of box beams,
a discussion of some limiting cases of the frequency equations is desirable.

The influence of cross-sectional shear distortions on torsional fre-
quencies depends on the frequency coefficient kbO of the uniform cross-

sectimal shear mode. The stiffer the cross sections of a beam, the
higher the frequency of this uniform shear mode. When the cross sections -.

become rigid (that is, when Ge and, consequently, ho are infinite),

the frequency e uations can be put into closed forms identical to those
?in reference 4 where the influence of cross-sectional distortions is

*

considered negligible).

The parameter K is associated with the influence of restratit of
warping and, if this effect is to be neglected, it is sufficient to set
K equal to zero. The frequency equations (eqs. (27) and (32)), however,
become indeterminate for K = O. A solution for this special case is
presented in the appendix and has a particular inportsmce which willbe
discussed later in the section entitled “Method for Estimating Effects.’~

Another special limiting case which is of titerest is the box beam
for which btih C and A are equal to zero as, for example, a square
beam with equal wall and cover thickness. For this case, equation (20),
for the condition bi # 0, yields the elementary torsiomal frequency
equation whereas solution of the remaining equations (eqs. (18), (19),
and (21)\, which no longer contain bi, results in a frequency equatioh

for cross-sectional shear modes (that is, modes which contain only ~b
and u displacements). The frequency equations for these shear modes can
be obtained from equations
to zero.

(27) &d (32) by setting both A md C equal

NU4ERICAL RESUEE

In order to evaluate the influence of shear stiffness of buMsheads
on torsional vibrations, the frequencies of the rectangukr ttie shown
in figure 2 were calculated frcm equations (27) and (32) for v=ious
values of ~o. The tube was assumed to have a width-depth ratio b/a

.

I.
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of 3.6, a plan-form aspect ratio L/b of 13.3, and a thickness ratio
t~/tc of 1.0. A value for E/G of 2.65 was also assumed. (These pro-

portions correspond to those of the tube for which experimental results
were reported b ref. 1.) The cross-sectional area of the flanges of the
four-fbmge box beam was taken as eqti to one-sixth of the sectional
area of the walls adjacent to each corner. The cover and web thicknesses
of the four-flange box beam were set equal to the wall thickness of the
ttie. The results of these calculations for the first five free-free
modes (three antisymmetrical and two symmetrical) sre shown in figures 2
and 3.

~ figure 2, the freqpency coefficient ~ of the four-flange box
m

beam is plotted aa a function of the frequency coefficient ~0 for the

uniform cross-sectional shear mode. Tuo sets of curves are sh%n; the
so13d curves represent the freq,,ncy coefficients obtained frcm equa-
tions (27) and (32) when the Mluence of cross-sectional distorttcms is
included, and the dashed curves represent the frequency coefficients
obtained from a solution of the four-flange box beam when the cross-
sectional distortims are assumed to be negligible. The solid curves
representing the first five free-free modes are given fw values of kbo
from2.~ to ~.

The differences between the solid and dashed curves h figure 2,
show that the reductions in torsional frequencies due to bulkhead shear
flexibilities canbe of considerable importance, especially for small
values of ~o. For a tube with ~ = 3.08, for exau&, the reduction

in torsionsl frequencies due to cross-sectional flexibilities, as
obtained from figure 2 and verified experimeddly in reference 1, ranges
from 16 percent for the first mode to 63 percent for the fifth tie.
This value of ~0 is for the test beam used in reference 1. The beam

contained no discrete bulkheads of q kind and therefore depended on
the bent action of its own walls for cross-sectional stiffness. H,
however, weightless bu31cheadsof the same thickness and shear modulus
as the walls of the beam were spaced at a distance of twice the chord,
the average value of ~0 would be approximately 22.0, end the reduc-
tions in torsional.frequencies would range from 1 percent for the first
mode to 8 percent for the fifth mode.

fi figures, the esults of figure 2 sre replotted in terms of the
frequency ratios

d%) rig ‘d %o/(%&g ‘here (~)rig ‘s

the frequency of the mth mode of the four-flange box beam with rigid
cross sectiaus. It should be noted that the ratios of the frequencies

%I(%)rig *d ‘0/(%) rig
are identical to the ratios of the

J( )
correspoq frequency coefficients ~ ~

/(ti
mrig - %0 .

rig
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The curves for each mode in figure 3
should be possible to draw one curve
all modes considered. It would seem
some shplification of the analysis,

Aand ~. ~)r% could be obtained

fall so close together that it
which would be representative of
probable, therefore, that, with
a relationship between ~

m/(% rig
that does not depend on the mode.

Such a rehtionship would be useful for estimating the effects of cross-
sectional shearing.

METH.3DFOR ESTIMATING EFFECTS

It is shown in the appendix that, when the restraint of warping is
neglected (that is, when ~F and, consequently, K are set equal to

zero), the following frequency equation will result:

.

“

Equation (33) is similar to the equations obtained in reference 2 in
which the influence of coupling between overall torsion and’certati
cross-sectional or panel vibrations was investigated. The particular
type of cross-sectionalvibration considered in reference 2, however,
is one in which the corners of the cross sections do not move with
respect to each other; thus, no cross-sectional shear distortions are
allowed.

Equation (33) is a quadratic equation in k-d% 2~tin%rig

%* ‘
yield two real and positive values of

(%)

.

rig
the two roots, however, is of interest. Results
solution are shown by the dashed curve in figure

A

Only the smaller of

of this approximate
3 for the particular

beam considered in figures 2 and 3 and txre in good agreement with the

%~
results Of the exact solution, even for the lower values of

(%)

.

rig .

.

.
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. This frequency eqyation
estimate quickly the effects
torsioual frequencies of box

(eq. (33)), therefore, can be used to
of cross-sectional shear stiffness on the
beams. Solution of the equation for a range

%
of values of ‘~~ (which determines the value of C) frmn 1.0 to 0.05

is shown in figure 4. A value for ~fi of 1.0 corresponds to a

uniform-walled tube with a width-depth ratio b/a of 1.0, whereas a
value for IY/Iz of 0.05 corresponds to a tube with b/a approxi-

mately equal to 7.0. The curves in fi~e 4 show that the effect of
cross-sectional flexibility increases not only with a decrease in
uniform cross-sectional shear frequency but also with an increase h
width<epth ratio.

Before these curves can be used, the ratio I#z mtbe-~

and the frequency ratios ~
1( l%)O %&g ‘r ‘bo ri mUSt be

evaluated. A value for the frequency coefficient
(4

may be
rig

. obtained from any torsional analysis In which the cross sections sre
assmned to be rigid. A value for the frequency coefficient ~. msy

. be obtained from equation (25), provided an appropriate vsl.ueof Ge

for a representative beam cross section is known. ~ determining Ge

for an actual structure where the bulkheads contribute most of the cross-
sectional shear stiffness, the def~ relation is

Ge @%)e—= (34)
G

where N is the mmiber of bulkheads and (~~) e is the effective shear

stiffness of a bulkhead. E the bulkheads are solid ~heets, the S-
modulus of the bdkkad material should be used for G and the bulkhead
thickness should be used for tb. For other forms of buIkheads, estimates

of the effective shear stflfhess must be made. For beams that contain no
bulkheads, special consideration, such as that given h appendix B of
reference 1, is necessary.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The influence of cross-sectional or bulkhead shear defo~tions on
the torsional frequencies of box beams has been obtained by means of sn
analysis of a four-flange box beam. For conventional constructions where

● bulkheads are spaced approximately 1 chord apart, the influence of cross-
sectional shear deformations generally is negligible. For beams that

●
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depend on the bent action of their own walls for most of their cross-
sectional stiffness, the effect of cross-sectional shear deformations is
considerable. Since the trend in wing design is toward structures with
fewer bulkheads and higher width-depth ratios, the influence of cross-
sectional flexibilities on torsionsl frequencies could become important.
Curves based on an approximate solution are presented to allow quick
approximation of the reduction in torsional frequencies of box beams
having flexible rather than rigidbu2kheads.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Comittee for Aeronautics,

LangleyField, Vs., April 27, 1955.

.

.
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. AXPENDIX

APPROXIMATE SOLUTION

Although a solution for K = O can be obtained directly from equa-
tions (18) to (ZZl),a solution based on the differential eqyations might
be of more interest.

lRromequations (9), (n), and (13), where the variation is tsken
independently with respect to u, e, and ~, the following”differed-

tial equations and the natural boundsxy conditions associated with the
vibration problem may be obtained:

&0- az~
~A —-— tieAd u+_ 1 kT2c

--—%=0*2 -2 ab dx ~2 2 L2

d%b +Bdu @-A~+$B— ——
dx2 ab dx -~e++(%z-$$?’b=o

ax

d%
L2K2d% A!&+~B— +~u=o

-3 ~2 dx ab

I
L

K2 ~ au =0
N -~

(Al)

(A2)

(A3)

(A4)

(A5)

(A6)

s

*
The parameters used in these eqyations are defined in equations (22).
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Tn order to neglect the influence of restraint due to warping in
eqgations (Al) to (A6), it is sufficient to set K2 equal to O. These
equations may then be reduced to the following differential equation and
boundary conditions:

where

~2 _ k# %2 - %02
L2 %2

x -’02
For a free-free beam, equation (A8) will yield

The general solution for eqpation (A7) is givenby

where Dl and D2

Now, by use of
nontrivial solution

(A7)

(A8)

(A9)

(Ale)

e =D1sin Fk+D2cosl?x

are constants of integration.

e~tions (AIO) and (All) and the condition for a
for

for a free-free beam may

(Am)

q aid D2,
be obtained:

sin PL cos

thi foilowing

PL=O

frequency equation

(Al-2)
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Eqyation (A12) is satisfied by the relation:

()p2~2= ?!& (m
2

BY substitution of the definition of P2 &rom
t~on (A13) may be written as

%2- %02
kr2%2

--%;

=0,1, 2,.. .) (A13)

eqyation (A9), equa-

(%!)
2’

= (m = 0,1, 2,...) (A14)

For m = O, equation (A14) yields the frequencies of the rigid-body
torsion mode and the uniform cross-sectional shear mode (see eq. (25))●

If the case in which m = O is neglected, equations (A14) maybe
written as

‘m 2 [&S-ki
[1‘“m’rig*KLI-RH=

#()

(m=l,2,3, ...) (A15)

At this point, it should be noted that (~m)rfg reduces to w

mth elementary frequency coefficient for the case in which ~2 = 0;

that is,
(~m):ig = (Y)2

where m=l,2,3, . . .

Thus, equation (Q3) msy be written as
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Figure [.- Four -f[onge box beam and the distortions of a cross section.
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Figure 3.- Campatisan of exact and approximate solutions which include the influence of InJkhead

shear flexibility for a beam with &= 13.3, ~ = 3.6 and ~= 1.0.
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F@re 4.- [nf[uence of bulkhead shear f Iexibil ity given by an approximate solution for various

values of *.
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